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Sam Sam and Marzipan

Sam Sam and Marzipan is an imaginative adventure story as seen through the eyes of a four year old boy. Sam and his faithful off white and ginger cat - Marzipan, live in a magical world where Marzipan not only talks but understands Sam’s every thought and is his most loyal friend. Other objects come to life and assume characters as imaginative and creative as only a four year old boy can be. In a world where imagination has no boundaries Sam Sam, creates his own world with - his silly old cat.

Sam Sam is Sam’s imaginative name - an extension of Sam, and his name when he assumes his world of imagination, which as a sole child, he seeks out regularly.
As Marzipan sits on the table, Sam Sam shouts to his cubby friends.
Sam’s dad built the cubby with table, kitchen chairs and a wooden stove.
‘Come on Tock! Come on Dish! Come on Spoon! Gather around and listen!’ says Sam Sam, As Tock waves his arms and joins Dish and Spoon to hear Sam Sam tell them about today’s adventure..
‘We’re heading to sea! A big chocolate sea, with mountains made of marshmallow and ALL sorts of things!’ Sam Sam says excitedly.
Everyone is excited as Sam Sam leans out the cubby window and, like the Captain of a ship, stares out over a large chocolate sea.
The ship is smashing against big waves.

‘Hold on!’ Sam Sam shouts as he puts his hand out and tastes the chocolate sea.

‘Mmmmm yummy!’ he exclaims in delight. ‘What do you think Dish?’
Dish tastes the chocolate sea. ‘Pretty good, don’t you think?’ asks Sam Sam.
As Tock steers the ship they pass giant vanilla icebergs that they can taste.
They all eat vanilla ice-cream until it is dripping down their chins.

Sam Sam knows that his mother would tell him off, but as Captain of the ship he can do whatever he likes!
Sam Sam and Marzipan stare out at the chocolate sea, the vanilla icebergs, and the Marshmallow Mountains that are on top of the small island ahead.
‘Go to the island Tock!’ Sam Sam yells.
The island is made of coconut and the trees are large ice cream cones filled with lollies!
Sam Sam and friends were so full from eating they could hardly move!
But it was getting late and time to head home.
When they got home Sam’s mother yells out that it is time for dinner.
Marzipan moves back onto the table in the cubby house which is filled with bags of lollies. Sam looks on, ‘Silly old cat!’ he says.
Thank You

My dear reader thank you for purchasing Sam, Sam and Marzipan. I really enjoyed writing the book and hope you enjoyed it too. This is the first book in the series and at the time of going to print there are three other books in the series – ‘Upsie Down land’, ‘The Jungle’, and ‘The Secret Garden’ and more to come. I have also created another series Maximilian and the Magic Story Book. I appreciate that you chose to purchase my book over the many that are available.
If you and your children enjoyed reading Sam Sam and Marzipan and you have a couple of minutes to spare now it would really help me if you would leave me a review (even if it’s short).

All these reviews help me spread the word and encourage me to write more and add more to the series. If you would like to read another book from my series please sign up to my free mailing list to find out about new releases. (a new book is coming soon)

To be added to my mailing list please visit www.danryanbooks.com
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Thank you for purchasing this book. Your review will be greatly appreciated. To be added to my newsletter and find out when new books are to be launched please visit:

www.danryanbooks.com